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Low-energy SUSY Bottom-up 

Recall:  

•  Hierarchy problem 

•  Gauge coupling unification 

•  (Thermal) WIMP Dark matter  

•  REWSB 



Top-down: SUSY in 4D 
Strings  

«  Calabi-Yau compactifications N=1 ✓ 

«  Moduli stabilisation  ✓? 

«  SUSY breaking: ✓? 
 

•      Fluxes (GKP), 
•      Nonperturbative effects (racetrack),   
•      Antibranes (KKLT) 

CHSW 85 



Strings, MSSM and LHC 

•  Accept 1/100-1/1000 tuning as ‘natural’ 
•  Extend the MSSM 
•  Address hierarchy problem differently within 

SUSY 
§  Tuned MSSM 
§  Split SUSY (heavy sfermions, TeV fermions) 

§  Large SUSY breaking scale 
•  Non-SUSY approaches to hierarchy problem 

} 
Golden opportunity for string scenarios 



String 
Phenomenology: 

 
Long-term goal: 

String theory scenarios that satisfy 
all particle physics and 

cosmological observations and 
hopefully lead to measurable 

predictions 



Progress in several ways 

•  ‘Generic’ model independent results 

•  Explicit constructions of (classes) of 
models 

•  Explicit computations of EFT 

•  Extract scenarios that can lead to 
eventually ‘testable’ predictions. 



`Generic 4D String 
Predictions’ 

•  SUSY, small irreps, branes, fluxes, axions,  
no global symmetries,... 

 
 
•  Cosmological Moduli Problem 
   (unless Mmoduli>30 TeV) 



 String Phenomenology 2014, Trieste.                                                   David Marsh, University of Oxford
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Cosmological Moduli ‘Problem’ 
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Moduli and cosmology

Coughlan et al 1983, Banks et al, de Carlos et al 1993 



SUSY Challenges for String 
Scenarios 

•  Explicit N=1 Compactification 

•  Concrete SUSY breaking mechanism 

•  Moduli Stabilisation (small cc)                                 
(+ avoid CMP (plus gravitino+ dark radiation excess,etc!) 

•  Chiral visible sector 

•  Computable soft terms 



IIB MODULI   STABILISATION 

4-cycle size: τ  
(Kahler moduli) 

3-cycle size: U 
(Complex structure 
moduli) 

+ String Dilaton: S 

4-cycle size: τ  
(Kahler moduli) 

3-cycle size: U 
(Complex structure 
moduli) + Dilaton S 



Concrete Scenarios 

•  IIB (F-theory) 
    
      KKLT 
      LVS 

•  IIA 
 
•  Heterotic 

•  G2 manifolds 



LARGE Volume Scenario 

Fluxes determine superpotential W0 (U,S)         (GKP 2003) 

Perturbative corrections to K:  

Nonperturbative contributions to W: 

Exponentially large volume for weak coupling ! 
(SUSY broken by Fluxes, AdS) BBCQ, CQS 2005 
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this e↵ect is captured in the EFT by the flux superpotential W0(U, S)d.The
perturbative superpotential cannot depend on the T fields since their imag-
inary components are axion-like fields having a perturbative Peccei-Quinn
shift symmetry: ImTi ! ImTi + ci and the holomorphicity of W would
then not allow dependence on the full superfield T

i

. Therefore they can
only appear in W through non-perturbative e↵ects.

W
np

=
X

i

A
i

e�aiTi (1)

in which the A
i

may be functions of other moduli or even matter fields.
Combining this with the flux superpotential gives the fullW = W0+W

np

which combined with the corrections to K are able to fix all moduli. This
has been done in practice for only a handful of models.

The scalar potential derived from the general N = 1 supergravity ex-
pression V = V

F

+ V
D

, with:

V
F

= eK
h
KIJ̄D

I

WD
J̄

W̄ � 3|W |2
i

(2)

where KIJ̄ is the inverse of the Kähler metric K
IJ̄

= @
I

@
J̄

K and D
I

W =
@
I

W +W@
I

K is the Kähler covariant derivative. The D-term part of the
salar potential is:

V
D

=
1

Ref
(⇠

FI

(T ) +K�T �)2 (3)

where ⇠
FI

⇠ @K/@T are the (misnamed) field-dependent Fayet-Iliopoulos
terms, only present for abelian groups, � a matter field transforming under
the corresponding gauge group and T are the corresponding generators
(charges in the case of a U(1)). Gauge indices suppressed.

Concentrating on the moduli dependence, the typical shape of the mod-
uli scalar potential takes the form:

V
F

/
 
KSS̄ |D

S

W |2 +Kab̄D
a

WD̄
b̄

W̄

V2

!
+

✓
Ae�2a⌧

V � Be�a⌧W0

V2
+

C|W0|2
V3

◆

(4)
Here ⌧ = ReT represents a typical T modulus, with V the overall vol-

ume (function of the T fields) and the potential is meant to be seen as
an expansion in large volume, where the e↵ective field theory treatment
dMore explicitly the flux superpotential takes the form

R
G3 ^⌦ where G3 = H3 + iSF3

with H3, F3 the two 3-form field strengths of the two stringy 2-form potentials. Here ⌦

is the unique (3, 0) form that exists for every CY manifold. Expanding ⌦ in a basis of

three-forms generates a superpotential dependence on the U
a

fields.

the Kähler moduli, the Yukawa couplings and the µ-term can depend only on S and U at

the perturbative level with the T -moduli appearing only non-perturbatively. We discuss

this dependence in more detail in Sec. 3 and Appendix B.

As motivated in [33, 53], we assume the following form of the Kähler potential which

describes the regime for the visible sector near the singularity

K = −2 ln

!

V +
ξ̂

2

"

− ln(2s) + λSM

τ2SM
V + λb

b2

V +KdS +Kcs(U) +Kmatter , (2.5)

where ξ̂ ≡ ξs3/2, the λ’s are O(1) coefficients, Kcs(U) is the tree-level Kähler potential for

complex structure moduli and KdS encodes the dependence on the sector responsible for

obtaining a dS vacuum (see Sec. 2.3). The matter Kähler potential Kmatter is taken to be

Kmatter = K̃α(M,M )C
α
Cα + [Z(M,M )HuHd + h.c.] . (2.6)

We assume at this stage that the matter metric is flavour diagonal beyond the leading

order structure which was highlighted in [54].9 The only exception is that we allow for the

Higgs bilinear to appear in Kmatter which we parameterise with the function Z. Note that

K̃α is the matter metric for the visible sector which we will parameterise as [33]

K̃α =
fα(U,S)

V2/3

!

1− cs
ξ̂

V + K̃dS + cSMτ
p
SM + cbb

p

"

, p > 0 , (2.7)

where we have used K̃dS to parameterise the dependence on the dS mechanism (details will

be given in Sec. 3.2). The c’s are taken as constants for simplicity while p is taken to be

positive in order to have a well-behaved metric in the singular limit b, τSM → 0. As they

can in principle depend on U and S, we comment in due course on the influence on the

soft-terms of such a dependence. The appearance of the Higgs bilinear and its potential

parametrisation are discussed in Sec. 3.3.4 when we analyse the µ-term in this scenario.

In general the functions fα(U,S) could be non-universal. Such non-universality can have

interesting phenomenological implications (e.g. mass hierarchies among families of sfermion

masses needed for a realisation of natural SUSY). As we are interested in soft-terms arising

for D-branes at singularities, we take the gauge kinetic function to be

fa = δaS + κa TSM , (2.8)

where δa are universal constants for Zn singularities but can be non-universal for more

general singularities.

2.2 Moduli stabilisation

As outlined earlier in this section, we stabilise the moduli following the LVS procedure.

The complex structure moduli and the dilaton are fixed at tree-level by background fluxes

while the Kähler moduli are fixed using higher order corrections to the effective action [28].

9Subleading flavour off-diagonal entries which can in principle appear [55] are taken to be absent. This

is motivated by the appearance of additional anomalous U(1) symmetries in D-brane models, in particular

also in the context of del Pezzo singularities [41].

– 8 –
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Figure 3: The number of vacua N
vac

with h2 < L (left) and the logarithmic dis-

tribution of the flux superpotential W0 (right) in the large complex structure limit

with ✏
LCS

= 10�2.

The dependence of N
vac

on L and the fit in eq. (3.13) are shown in Figure 3. Consid-

ering the very general arguments that are used to derive the estimate eq. (3.11), the

agreement within an order of magnitude with the factual number of vacua strongly

confirms the statistical analysis of [24, 30]. In the following, we set ✏
LCS

= 10�2.

The distribution of the flux superpotential is shown in Figure 3. We find that

for most vacua O(101 � 103) values are preferred. To calculate the masses of the

moduli we have to know the value of the volume V of X3 which enters via the Kähler

potential of the Kähler moduli given in eq. (2.11). Note that we have not specified

the stabilization mechanism for the Kähler moduli and hence have no information

about the value of V . For the KKLT and Kähler uplifting scenarios the volume is

typically stabilized at O(102 � 104) while for the LVS it is O(106 � 1015). Hence, we

can only calculate the physical masses m up to factors of V�1, i.e.

m =
mcs

V , (3.15)

where mcs is the mass calculated from the e↵ective theory of the complex structure

moduli only, i.e.K = Kcs and W = W0.

The distribution of the physical moduli masses m2 in terms of m2
cs, i.e. the

eigenvalues of the Hessian @
a

@
b

V of the no-scale potential eq. (2.13) for a, b =

u1, u2, s, ⌫1, ⌫2, � is shown in Figure 4 as well as the gravitino mass m2
3/2 in terms

of the quantity

m2
cs, 3/2 ⌘ m2

3/2 V2 = eKcs |W0|2 . (3.16)

This quantity m2
cs, 3/2 governs the scale of the typical AdS cosmological constant

induced by the flux superpotential ignoring the contributions from the Kähler moduli

– 16 –

Martinez-Pedrera, Mehta, Rummel, Wesphal 1212.4530 

LVS Conditions 
•  Need 1<h11<h12 (~half Calabi-Yau’s) 

•  Generic values of Wflux (.1<Wflux<1000) 

e.g. 



Explicit Chiral Models 



Concrete Compactifications 
•  From explicit compact Calabi-Yau + Chiral 

matter 
 
•  Fully supersymmetric EFT 
 
•  All geometric moduli stabilised 

•  Volume only moderately large V~106-107 

•  Sequestered scenario:<TSM>=0,  <FTSM>=0 
 

 

Cicoli, Klevers, Krippendorf,Mayrhofer, FQ, 
Valandro arXiv:1312.0014 



dS Kahler Moduli Stabilisation 



Relevant Scales 

String Scale 

Kaluza Klein Scale 

Gravitino mass 

Volume 
modulus mass 



Non-generic Implications 

•  Usually moduli masses = m3/2 

•  And assume soft terms = m3/2 
•  Identify m3/2=1 TeV 
 
But LVS is nongeneric scenario 
•  Volume modulus mass<<m3/2 

•  So CMP more acute than expected! 
•  Soft terms? 



SUSY EFT 

•  Approximate: ‘Local’ 

•  Exact: ‘Ultralocal’   

Yukawas Conlon, Cremades, FQ 
+ Conlon, Witkowski 



SUSY Breaking 



SUSY Breaking 

•  Fluxes break SUSY 
 
•  In EFT: F-terms of Kahler moduli (plus 

subdominant FS, FU ) 
 
•  Standard Model on a D3 or D7 brane 
 
•  Several scenarios 

•  Soft terms: stringy and computable 



   Compactification   
 
 
 



Different SUSY Scenarios 

•  First two not yet obtained from compact CY+ chiral matter 
•  3rd: high scale SUSY breaking (e.g. Ibanez et al.) 
•  4th +5th SUSY ‘solve’ hierarchy small ‘tuning’ by flux 

dependence of GUT soft terms. 



Sequestered Soft Terms 

  Coefficients c: functions of fluxes 
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Cosmology: 
 

Use CMP as a guide for low 
energy physics 



Constraints on the volume 

•  Validity of EFT (m3/2<<Mkk) : V>>103 

•   CMP (mvolume>30 TeV):  V<109 

     Ranges  of relevant scales (GeV) 
 

1017   > Ms  >   1014 
1015   > m3/2 >  1010  
1012   > M1/2  >  102  
107    > TRH   >   1  
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Thermal DM Freeze-out

Thermal History
Scale

Planck
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CMB

Inflation

Scale
Planck

Alternative History

Radiation Phase
(instant reheating)

Particles Decay and Reheat

Scalar Oscillations Dominate

Figure 1: The lefthand timeline represents the thermal history of the early universe when dark
matter is populated in the thermal bath that emerges shortly after after inflation. The right
timeline represents a possible nonthermal history where dark matter production occurs directly
from scalar decay.

occurs at T
f

' m
X

/20 and g⇤ ⇠ 100, assuming the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom is similar
to that of the Standard Model [39]. The abundance simplifies to

⌦therm

dm

h2 ' 0.12

✓
1.63⇥ 10�26cm3/s

h�vi
◆

. (7)

where we have used GeV�2 · c ' 1.17 ⇥ 10�17 cm3/s. WIMPs with typical speeds (v ' 0.3c) and
electroweak cross-sections (⇡ 1 pb) yield ⌦therm

dm

h2 ' 0.12 in agreement with the data, a coincidence
often called the WIMP miracle.

Simple SUSY models with thermal WIMPs are in growing conflict with collider data and direct
detection experiments [40]. By contrast, nonthermal models posit that dark matter production
occurs at temperatures below standard thermal freeze-out4 leading to dark matter with novel and
unexpected experimental signatures. For example, if a heavy relic comes to dominate the energy
density following inflation and the dark matter particle is one its decay products, the resulting relic
density is still given by (6) but with T = T

r

and g⇤ = g⇤(Tr

), the value at the time of reheating

⌦NT

dm

h2 ' 8.60⇥ 10�11

✓
m

X

g⇤(Tr

)1/2h�viT
r

◆
,

' 0.10
⇣ m

X

100 GeV

⌘✓
10.75

g⇤

◆1/2✓3⇥ 10�23 cm3/s

h�vi
◆✓

10 MeV

T
r

◆
. (8)

The similarity to the thermal freezeout result (6) arises because when the WIMPs are produced
from scalar decay they will rapidly annihilate until their number density reduces to the point where
annihilations can no longer occur. This process is essentially instantaneous (on cosmological time

4If the particles were produced above their freeze-out threshold, they could thermalize via their mutual interactions.

5

From S. Watson, SUSY 2013 



softMmm t| 2/3mod

GeV 10GeV 10 6
mod
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GeV 1MeV 10 dd rhT

Cosmological evolution of dark radiation

+ 1409. 1931 Aparicio, MC, Krippendorf, Maharana, Muia, Quevedo 



Volume Reheating* 

Volume axion ab 

 Closed string axions 

 Higgses 

 Matter scalars C 

arXiv:1208.3562 M.Cicoli, J.P. Conlon, FQ 
 arXiv:1208.3563 T. Higaki,  F.Takahashi 

SUSY 2013, ICTP,  Trieste.                                                                David Marsh, University of Oxford

The decay of the most long-lived (i.e. lightest) 
modulus, determines the final reheat 
temperature of the subsequent Big Bang 
cosmology:

Treheat ⇠
m3/2

�

M1/2
Pl

⇠ 0.6 GeV
⇣ m�

106GeV

⌘3/2
.

Most of what I will discuss is not tied to any 
specific moduli stabilization scenario but 
rather results from the mere existence of 
moduli. However, in a number of moduli 
stabilization scenarios with TeV-scale soft 
terms,  

Reheating in String Theory

m� ⇠ 106 GeV .

Blumenhagen, Conlon, 
Krippendorf, Moster, 
Quevedo, 2009.
Choi, Falkowski, Nilles, 
Olechowski, 2005.
Acharya, Kumar, Bobkov, 
Kane, Shao, Watson, 2008.

*Sequestered scenarios 



Dark Radiation 
Energy density: 

At CMB: WMAP, ACT, SPT  

Standard Model Neff=3.04 

Simplest Z=1: 

General: Strong constraints on 
matter and couplings! 

A challenge for moduli decays

Planck 2015: Neff = 3.13 ± 0.32 (68% CL)
reduced evidence for dark radiation BUT……

(95% CL)

GENERIC feature of string compactifications: presence of light axionic degrees of freedom 
UNAVOIDABLE in most string models                                               [Allahverdi, MC, Dutta,Sinha]

GENERIC PREDICTION of string compactifications: axionic dark radiation production from
I�decay is UNAVOIDABLE in most string models!  



Phenomenology 



Nonthermal CMSSM* 

•  Assume: CMSSM parameters 
(M,m,A,tanβ, signµ plus TR) 

•  REWSB with ≈125 GeV Higgs 
•  Constraints: 
   Colliders (LEP, LHC) 
    CMB (Planck) 
    Direct DM dtection (LUX, XENON100, CDMS, IceCube) 
    Indirect DM detection (Fermi) 

    

Trh<Tf=m/20 

* Warning: at this stage is purely phenomenological not stringy! 



Collider and CMB constraints 

Figure 1. Correlation between a = m/M and b = A/M for di↵erent LSP compositions (left) and
DM thermal relic densities (right) in the region where the LSP is at least 10% Higgsino.

fine tuned. The V-shape of our plots is caused by the focus point region which can be

obtained by setting µ ⇠ mZ in the EWSB condition with loop corrections. In fact, the

dependence of µ2 on A, M and m arises through m2

Hu
which depends on the UV soft

terms in the following way: M2(f(Q) + g(Q)A/M + h(Q)(A/M)2 + e(Q)(m/M)2), where

f , g, h and e depend on dimensionless gauge and Yukawa couplings (e also includes the

tadpole correction from the stop loop) and Q is the SUSY breaking scale [35]. A leading

order cancellation in this expression, as needed to achieve a small µ-term in (2.2), gives a

V-shaped band in the A/M -m/M plane. We also apply the Higgs mass constraint in this

parameter space which depends on the square of Xt ⌘ At � µ cot� [36] and X2

t preserves

the V-shape due to its dependence on (A/M)2.

Figure 2. Correlation between a = m/M and b = A/M for di↵erent values of tan� (left) and
gaugino mass (right) in the region where the LSP is at least 10% Higgsino.
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Direct and Indirect DM 
Constraints Figure 5. Case with µ > 0: correlation between a = m/M and b = A/M after imposing LEP,

LHC, Planck and Fermi (pass 8 limit) constraints with the corresponding spin independent (left)
and spin dependent (right) WIMP-nucleon cross section for mh = 125.5 GeV and TR = 10 GeV.

Figure 6. Case with µ > 0: correlation between a = m/M and b = A/M after imposing LEP,
LHC, Planck, Fermi and LUX bounds for mh = 125.5 - 126 GeV and TR = 2, 10 GeV.

where ↵ is the Higgs mixing angle, Fh = (N
12

� N
11

tan ✓W )(N
14

cos↵ + N
13

sin↵) and

FH = (N
12

�N
11

tan ✓W )(N
14

sin↵�N
13

cos↵) using �̃0

1

= N
11

B̃+N
12

W̃+N
13

H̃
1

+N
14

H̃
2

.

For µ < 0, the ratio N
14

/N
13

is positive and this amplitude can become small due to

cancellations if:
N

14

N
13

= �tan↵+m2

h/m
2

H cot↵

1 +m2

h/m
2

H

, (3.9)

is satisfied (for tan↵ < 0). In Fig. 8 there are more allowed points compared to Fig. 6 even

if there are still no points which saturate the observed DM content for TR = 10 GeV due

to stringent direct detection constraints. For the points shown in Fig. 8, the GUT scale

values of B and µ are still both of order M .
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Survivors 

Non-thermal CMSSM
[Aparicio, MC, Dutta, Krippendorf, Maharana, Muia, Quevedo]

[See  Aparicio’s  talk]

[Dutta, Gurrola, Kamon, John, Sinha, Sheldon]

Neutralino Higgsino-like saturates Planck’s 
density for m=300 GeV, TR=2 GeV 



Spectrum 

the plot) Higgsino-like, but the masses are closer to MW and h�vi is no longer described

by (4.1) but by something like (with x = µ/mW ):

h�
e↵

vi ⇠ 9g4

16⇡m2

W

x2

(4x2 � 1)2
. (4.6)

In Fig. 12, we show the spectra of SUSY particles for the allowed regions of Fig. 6 (blue

points below the LUX line). We find that sleptons, staus, Higgses, all other scalar masses

and gluinos are rather heavy since they are between about 2 and 7 TeV. The lightest and

second to lightest neutralino and the lightest chargino are around 280 - 340 GeV while all

other neutralinos and charginos are heavy. The allowed region for TR = 2 GeV is shown

on the left side of the vertical line with the label TR = 2 GeV where the points situated

exactly on the line satisfy all the constraints including the current DM content as measured

by Planck. Similarly, the allowed region for TR � 5 GeV is shown on the left side of the

vertical line with the label TR � 5 GeV even if there are no points in this region which

saturate the current DM content. Notice that the spectrum is essentially independent of

the reheating temperature TR and the hierarchy between the di↵erent sparticles is robust.

Figure 12. The mass spectra of superpartners for allowed points shown in Fig. 6 for di↵erent
values of TR.

4.2 Astrophysical uncertainties

The direct detection cross section can involve various uncertainties, e.g. strange quark

content of proton, form factor, local DM density and LSP contribution to the total amount

of observed DM abundance. The local density can be 0.1-0.7 GeV/cm3 [40]. There could

also be astrophysical uncertainties in the indirect detection results beyond what has been

considered so far. Recently, it is mentioned in [41] that if the thermal neutralinos do not

produce the entire amount of cold dark matter, the direct and indirect detection cross

sections should be reduced by R and R2 respectively with R ⌘ ⌦h2/0.12. Possible bounds

arising from Fermi are now almost negligible since they are suppressed by R2. Once the

– 18 –

LHC signatures:  
Monojets + soft leptons + ME 
Vector boson fusion jets + large  ME 



Large scale and split SUSY? 
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Figure 6: E↵ects of the sbottom threshold at large tan�. The blue band corresponds to the mh = 125 GeV
constraint (the width is given by the estimated theoretical uncertainties) for di↵erent values of tan� and the degen-
erate SUSY mass m

SUSY

. We fixed µ = �m
SUSY

and At = m
SUSY

/2. Dashed and dot dashed lines correspond to
di↵erent values of the bottom and tau couplings respectively. The red region correspond to tachyonic Higgs and/or
non-perturbative bottom Yukawa coupling.

be improved by choosing larger µ terms, however this may become in tension with bounds from
tunneling into charge/color breaking vacua [52, 53]. We do not know what are the corresponding
bounds on the µ term in this regime, this require a dedicated study which is beyond the scope of
this work.

We thus find that the upper bound of 1010 GeV on the SUSY scale from the observed Higgs
mass may not apply for arbitrary values of tan� but only for small to moderately large tan�.
High scale SUSY at larger tan �, however, requires large µ terms, gauginos may be lighter but
not too much since they receive loop corrections. Therefore high scale Split SUSY does not seem
possible in this way.

If gaugino masses and/or A-terms are large and with the same sign as µ, the loop corrections
may saturate the full contribution to the physical fermion mass. If this happens, arbitrary large
values of tan � can be reached without ever running into strong coupling e↵ects.

Finally for smaller µ (not shown in the plot) the bottom-tau sector remains decoupled from the
low energy Higgs, the threshold (9) is never important and mSUSY at large tan � stays constant.
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
•  Global embedding CY  and Moduli Stabilisation 

  Several SUSY breaking scenarios  
    (tuning at UV, low TR) 

•  Most known ingredients used: geometry, fluxes, 
branes, perturbative, non-perturbative effects 

•  Cosmology-Phenomenology interplay 
•  Complicated models (but recall SM is ugly) 
•  Many open questions (MSSM, large scales, etc. 
   + formal aspects) 


